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Abstract. Stationary digital breast tomosynthesis (sDBT) is an emerging technology in which the single rotating
x-ray tube is replaced by a fixed array of multiple carbon nanotube-enabled sources, providing a higher spatial
and temporal resolution. As such, sDBT offers a promising platform for contrast-enhanced (CE) imaging.
However, given the minimal enhancement above background with standard operational tube settings and iodine
dosing, CE breast imaging requires additional acquisition steps to isolate the iodine signal, using either temporal
or dual energy subtraction (TS or DES) protocols. Also, correcting for factors that limit contrast is critical, and
scatter and noise pose unique challenges during tomosynthesis. This phantom-based study of CE sDBT com-
pared different postacquisition scatter correction approaches on the quality of the reconstructed image slices.
Beam-pass collimation was used to sample scatter indirectly, from which an interpolated scatter map was
obtained for each projection image. Scatter-corrected projections provided the information for reconstruction.
Comparison between the application of different scatter maps demonstrated the significant effect that processing
has on the contrast-to-noise ratio and feature detectability (d 0) in the final displayed images and emphasized the
critical importance of scatter correction during DES.© 2018 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/

1.JMI.5.1.013502]
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1 Introduction
Now recognized clinically as three-dimensional (3-D) mam-
mography, digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is a low-dose
x-ray modality capable of capturing some depth information
by collecting a series of oblique two-dimensional (2-D) projec-
tion views from which a 3-D image space is mathematically
reconstructed for viewing. Experience with currently approved
DBT devices suggests an improved detection of breast masses
and a lower call-back rate for false-positive findings when DBT
is combined with standard digital mammography for screening,
especially in the setting of a high fibroglandular content.1–6

Additionally, DBT is being explored as a diagnostic tool for
evaluating suspicious breast lesions, with studies comparing
its performance with other imaging modalities capable of
providing 3-D information, including computed tomography,
ultrasound, and magnetic resonance (MR).7–10 In each of these,
contrast-enhanced (CE) imaging has been used to improve diag-
nostic accuracy, with a goal of exploiting the altered vasculature
of malignant tissue. However, at this time, the most appropriate
role for DBT has yet to be defined, in part given concern over
the diagnostic accuracy when characterizing microcalcifica-
tions, a key feature in the differentiation of benign from malig-
nant breast lesions. Characterizing microcalcifications requires

a high system resolution, and the resolution of currently approved
DBT devices is lower than digital mammography, given the
problems of noise, scatter, and blur unique to tomosynthesis.11

Noise, scatter, and blur pose unique challenges during DBT.
Additionally, these challenges tend to be magnified during CE
imaging, given the need for higher photon energies, the presence
of the highly attenuating contrast agent, and the critical impor-
tance of minimizing factors that decrease contrast. During DBT,
the x-ray dose used during mammography to collect a single
cranial-caudal (CC) or mediolateral oblique view is divided
among the multiple projections. Currently approved DBT devi-
ces collect between 9 and 25 projections per scan.12 As such, the
relative contribution of noise to the total signal in each projec-
tion image is higher during DBT compared with mammography.
Scatter is problematic for all x-ray based imaging. In response,
air-gaps and antiscatter grids are used to limit the chance that
a photon following an oblique path, and therefore more likely
to have been deflected from its primary path, will reach the
detector. However, tomosynthesis requires the collection of
oblique projections; as such, static antiscatter grids and large
air-gaps are usually avoided, although one commercial DBT
system has successfully incorporated an antiscatter grid.13

Blur artifact related to both patient and source motion can be
problematic during tomosynthesis. Currently approved DBT
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devices swing a standard x-ray tube through space to collect the
series of projection views, either in a continuous or step-and-
shoot motion. Although the step-and-shoot approach avoids
the problem of source blur inherent with continuous motion
imaging, it takes more time, increasing the chance that the
patient will move.14 Ongoing research into both the technology
of image acquisition and postacquisition image processing is
addressing these challenges. The development of stationary
DBT (sDBT) is an example of this advancing technology.

sDBToffers a higher spatial and temporal resolution than the
rotating-source DBT devices currently in clinical use.15,16 The
improved performance is made possible by a unique x-ray
tube design, which consists of a distributed and fixed array of
carbon nanotube (CNT)-enabled x-ray sources.17 CNT cathodes
release the electrons needed for x-ray generation at room
temperature and essentially instantaneously. Hence, arrays of
multiple CNT-enabled sources can be aligned, and their x-ray
emissions can be coordinated. A motion-free series of projection
views can thereby be obtained quickly, providing an ideal
solution to the technical limitations of rotating-source DBT.
The electrons are directed toward a standard metal anode,
producing an x-ray spectrum of photon number and energies
similar to standard imaging devices and allowing for a rapid
translation to clinical use. X-ray devices for breast, chest,
and dental imaging have been developed with CNT technology
and are being tested in Institutional Review Board-approved
studies.18–20

To date, most clinical experience with 3-D CE breast imaging
has been with gadolinium-enhanced MR.21 However, given the
high cost and limited availability of MR compared with radia-
tion-based imaging, research continues into the development of
CE DBT. For radiation-based techniques, such as DBT, iodine is
the contrast agent of choice. However, CE mammography has
shown only a minimal lesion enhancement above background
(BKG) following standard intravenous iodine dosing and has
demonstrated that the differences distinguishing benign from
malignant enhancement patterns in breast lesions are subtle.22

As a result, two imaging steps with subtraction are needed
for CE mammography and CE DBT. Subtraction removes the
BKG signal and thereby improves contrast in the enhanced
tissue. These experiments simulated both temporal subtraction
(TS) and dual-energy subtraction (DES) protocols. TS involves
imaging before and after the administration of contrast using a
photon energy above the characteristic absorption (K-edge) for
iodine, whereas DES compares images collected with photon
energies above and below the K-edge.23 Although this critical
subtraction step during CE imaging has been studied for rotat-
ing-source DBT previously, this work is the first to incorporate
scatter correction with a stationary system.24,25

Tomosynthesis displays its findings as a stack of recon-
structed image slices through which the reader scrolls to identify
pathology and appreciate depth relationships. In large part, the
diagnostic utility of this image stack depends on the effective-
ness by which postacquisition image processing steps correct for
the noise, scatter, and artifact problems inherent with DBT.
Comparison studies are important, as manipulating the informa-
tion in the 2-D projection image can have a significant impact on
the quality of the mathematically generated (reconstructed) 3-D
image space. The purpose of this study was therefore to explore
different scatter correction approaches in a phantom-based
model of CE sDBT. The findings are a step toward the potential
clinical application of sDBT for CE imaging, and they highlight

the importance of scatter correction for tomosynthesis image
presentation in general.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Customizing the Breast Phantom

The 1-cm thick slabs of the CIRS (Norfolk, Virginia) model 020
BR3D breast phantom were stacked to create compressed breast
thicknesses of 3, 4, and 5 cm. The phantom mimicked a breast
environment with 50% fatty and 50% fibroglandular tissue in
a swirled pattern most similar to BI-RADS heterogeneous or
type 3 density. Contrasted lesions were simulated by wells
drilled in a 1-cm thick acrylic plate that had attenuation similar
to the breast phantom. The 2.5-mm deep wells had diameters of
0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 cm and were filled with iodinated contrast
(iohexol) diluted with water to concentrations of 0, 1, 2.5, 5,
10 and 15 mg∕mL and capped to remove any overlying air.
Contrast concentrations in imaging studies are often reported
as area densities to allow correlation with signal intensities
over a defined area in the image. The area densities in this study
ranged from 0 to 3.75 mg∕cm2, reproducing those reported in
clinical trials of CE mammography.22 The acrylic plate was posi-
tioned between the two phantom slabs closest to the detector
[Fig. 1(b)].

2.2 Acquiring the Images

The sDBT system16 consisted of a CNT-enabled linear x-ray
source array (XinRay Systems, Inc.) that was retrofitted to a
Hologic Selenia Dimensions DBT unit and positioned to collect
a standard CC view [Fig. 1(a)]. Based on previous testing to
optimize the geometry of the system, 19 projection images
were acquired for each scan, over an angular span of 35 deg
at a source-to-detector distance of 81 cm. Electron emission
from CNT cathodes is voltage-controlled, which was automati-
cally adjusted by an electronic control system to maintain the
desired operational tube settings. Since the x-ray on-time of
the imaging system used in these experiments was limited to

Fig. 1 The experimental equipment. (a) The sDBT device was a
modified Hologic Selenia Dimensions DBT unit in which the single
rotating x-ray source was replaced with a fixed array of multiple
CNT-enabled x-ray sources. (b) The breast phantom was customized
to include acrylic wells reproducing a range of tumor sizes into which
clinically appropriate iodine concentrations were added. (c) The pri-
mary sampling device was a steel sheet containing 2-mm holes
spaced 10.6-mm apart and positioned just above the upper compres-
sion plate for imaging.
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60 ms, each of the 19 sources was driven three times at a tube
current of 25.8 mA and the corresponding projections were
summed, resulting in a total exposure of 88 mA. The intent
was to replicate typical tube settings used in the clinic. The
tube voltage and, thus, maximum photon energy was set at
49 kVp for TS and high-energy (HE) DES imaging, while
30 kVp was used to collect the low-energy (LE) DES images.
A 0.25-mm copper filter was added to the standard 0.5 mm
aluminum filter during HE imaging to remove photons with
energies below the iodine K-edge (33.2 keV).

The average nominal anode focal spot size was 1.1 mm, and,
as operated in these experiments, the system resolution corre-
sponding to the frequency at 10% of the normalized MTF
was 5.4 cycles∕mm.16 The breast compression equipment and
digital detector remained original to the Hologic Selenia
Dimensions system, which was operated without an antiscatter
grid. The a-Se direct conversion detector had a field-of-view
29 × 24 cm and was operated in a 2 × 2 binned mode with
an effective detector pixel size of 140 × 140 μm, which also
defines the size of the projection image pixel.

2.3 Measuring Scatter

In these experiments, scatter was measured indirectly using
a beam-pass primary sampling device (PSD) to sample the pri-
mary component of the total signal.26 The protocol involved
collecting a second series of 19 projection images immediately
after the initial scan with the PSD positioned on the compression
plate between the phantom and x-ray source. The PSD was
a 2-mm thick stainless-steel sheet with 2-mm diameter holes
separated by a center-to-center distance of 10.6 mm [Fig. 1(c)],
resulting in an average of 118 holes located over the phantom.
By comparing the total area of the PSD holes with the area of the
breast phantom, it was determined that collecting the second
series of projections with the PSD in place added an average
of 3% of the radiation dose delivered during imaging without
the PSD.

Images collected with the PSD contained circular regions of
signal against a low signal BKG. In these experiments, signal
was defined simply as the average of the pixel intensity values
in the normalized projection image (see Sec. 2.4.1) or recon-
structed image slice within a defined region-of-interest (RoI)
and was reported in gray-scale units. The PSD-collimated pro-
jection images were binarized by thresholding, and the circular
regions were isolated based on their known size. These regions
consisted of a central plateau of primary photons and a ring of
penumbra. The central pixel was identified for each region, and
the signal within a 3-pixel radius around the central pixel was
defined as signalprimary. Signalscatter was calculated as the differ-
ence between signalprimary and signaltotal, which was the signal in
the same region of the corresponding projection image obtained
without the PSD:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;182Signalscatter ¼ Signaltotal − Signalprimary: (1)

Interpolation was used to assign information regarding scat-
ter to pixels located between these sampled regions. The result
was a scatter “map” unique to each projection image. In this
study, different algorithms for developing the scatter map
were compared (see Sec. 2.4.2).

2.4 Postacquisition Processing and Reconstruction

2.4.1 Image processing chain and computational costs

Postacquisition processing refers to the computational steps by
which information available from a set of 2-D projection views
is modified prior to reconstruction. In tomosynthesis, the
processing and reconstruction steps generate a stack of image
slices that displays the object space in 3-D. The goal is to assign
gray-scale values to the reconstructed image slices that reflect
the actual attenuation in the same region of the imaged object.
Beer’s law describes the mathematical relationship between the
x-ray beam intensity and attenuation. It relates attenuation
to the negative natural log of the ratio of the x-ray intensity
behind the object to the incident x-ray intensity. This ratio is
determined experimentally by comparing the pixel values of
projections taken with the object in-place (signalraw) with
pixel values obtained using an equivalent exposure but no object
(signalblank). The first computational step in these experiments
was therefore to determine a normalized projection image,
which is the ratio of raw to blank pixel values, corrected for
detector offset and nonfunctioning pixels by subtracting aver-
aged pixel values from 30 dark images obtained without
fired x-rays (signaldark):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;496Signalnormalized ¼
Signalraw − Signaldark
Signalblank − Signaldark

: (2)

Second, these normalized projection images were scatter-
corrected by applying the different scatter maps (see Sec. 2.4.2).
Third, to obtain the TS and DES projection image, the pair of
normalized and scatter-corrected projection images generated
by each source was combined using a weighted logarithmic sub-
traction step. The weighting factor was derived mathematically
for each projection image pair as the scalar resulting in maxi-
mum cancellation of the average BKG signal.27 Fourth and
finally, the information from these projection images, now con-
taining pixel values manipulated by normalization, scatter cor-
rection, and subtraction, was used as the input for reconstruction
by an iterative approach (see Sec. 2.4.3). The result was a recon-
structed stack of image slices separating the image space in
0.5-mm depth increments. Seeing the images allows apprecia-
tion of the signal changes that occur through the postacquisition
processing steps of subtraction and then reconstruction. Figure 2
displays this image progression, using representative examples
from TS and DES protocols without scatter correction. In these
protocols, 76 projection images were collected to generate the
reconstructed image stack. For example, the TS protocol began
by collecting 38 projection images (19 with and 19 without
the PSD) before contrast and then repeating the same series
of projections when contrast was present. The same number
of projection images was acquired for DES, although images
were obtained using low and high photon energies when con-
trast was present. All image processing code was written in
MATLAB. The total computation time to move through the
process from projection view normalization, scatter map devel-
opment and application, subtraction, and finally reconstruction
was 18.25 min, using an off-the-shelf four-core MacBook Pro
with a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 processor. The total computation
time was reduced to 11 min using a six-core 3.5 GHz Intel
Core i7 processor and could be reduced further by implementing
the code in C programming language and using GPU parallel
processing.
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2.4.2 Scatter correction

Correcting for scatter is the mathematical step of adjusting pixel
values to remove the scatter component from the total signal.
Typically, this correction is made at the level of the projection
image prior to reconstruction and involves applying a map of
pixel-specific scatter values to the projection image. However,
different algorithms have been proposed in the literature to gen-
erate the scatter map, based on applying direct scatter values28,29

or values incorporating the scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR).30

In this study, three approaches for generating pixel-specific scat-
ter maps, referred to as ScatterMapdirect, ScatterMapSPR, and
ScatterMap filtered-SPR (ScatterMapfSPR), were compared.31

Each approach differed in its application of information
collected by beam-pass collimation (see Sec. 2.3).

ScatterMapdirect was simply a biharmonic spline interpolation
[Eq. (3)] of signalscatter [Eq. (1)] determined at the PSD-sampled
sites:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;231ScatterMapdirect ¼ InterpolationðSignalscatterÞ: (3)

Developing ScatterMapSPR was a three-step process. First,
SPR was calculated at the PSD-sampled sites [Eq. (4)].
Second, biharmonic spline interpolation assigned SPR values
to pixels between the PSD-sampled sites [Eq. (5)]. The final
step [Eq. (6)] calculated a pixel-specific scatter value from
SPRinterp to generate ScatterMapSPR:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;134SPRsampled ¼
�
Signalscatter
Signalprimary

�
; (4)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;87SPRinterp ¼ InterpolationðSPRsampledÞ; (5)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;326;415ScatterMapSPR ¼ Signaltotal �
SPRinterp

1þ SPRinterp

: (6)

The mathematical steps to develop ScatterMapfSPR can be
considered a blend of the calculations used to generate the direct
and SPR maps described above. First, an SPRdirect value was
calculated for every pixel using ScatterMapdirect and Signaltotal
[Eq. (7)]. As such, SPRdirect differed from SPRinterp in terms of
the information that was interpolated from the PSD-sampled
sites to pixels between the sampled sites. Next, a scatter value
was assigned to each pixel using a mathematical step similar
to Eq. (6). However, developing ScatterMapfSPR included the
application of a 2-D Gaussian filter (f) to SPRdirect [Eq. (8)]:

23

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;326;264SPRdirect ¼
Scatterdirect

Signaltotal − Scatterdirect
; (7)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;326;222ScatterMapfSPR ¼ Signaltotal �
fSPRdirect

1þ fSPRdirect

: (8)

A scatter map refers to the collection of all pixel-specific
scatter values. Correcting the normalized projection image
signal (Signalcorrected) for scatter was accomplished by simple
subtraction [Eq. (9)]:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;326;139Signalcorrected ¼Signaltotal−ScatterMapdirect orSPRorfSPR: (9)

2.4.3 Reconstruction

Reconstruction refers to the computational steps that use 2-D
information available from the processed projection images to

Fig. 2 Representative images through the postacquisition processing steps. In these examples, tempo-
ral subtraction (TS) and dual energy subtraction (DES) protocols were used to collect projection views of
a 5-cm thick phantom containing iodine at a concentration of 15 mg∕mL. Note the “cupping” artifact,
which refers to the intensity differences between the periphery and central regions of the image, present
in the high energy normalized projections and persisting in processed DES images without scatter
correction. The red line through the high-energy DES normalized projection image identifies the line
profile path presented in Fig. 6.
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generate a 3-D image space mathematically for viewing. Great
variation now exists in the digital processing available to
accomplish reconstruction, and research continues to optimize
reconstruction for tomosynthesis. However, reconstruction
approaches can be classified generally into broad categories,
based on the mathematical steps that move information between
the 2-D projection and 3-D image spaces. This study used
an iterative approach similar to the simultaneous iterative
reconstruction technique, customized to the unique geometry
of the sDBT system.32 The algorithm started with uniform
image space values and performed 20 iterations.

2.5 Measuring Image Quality and Feature
Detectability

The contrast and the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) were chosen
as the primary measures of image quality since they quantify the
key image characteristics that determine visibility during CE
studies. These measurements were made in the central regions
of the breast, as this area is known to be most affected by cup-
ping artifact from scatter. The effect of cupping on the image can
be appreciated by comparing the representative TS and DES
images in Fig. 2. Noise (σ) was measured as the standard
deviation in the BKG signal, with BKG RoIs placed adjacent
to the iodine-containing region (iRoI). Contrast was calculated
as the difference between the signal in an iRoI and its BKG
signal [Eq. (10)], while the CNR was calculated as the ratio of
the contrast to σBKG [Eq. (11)]:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;63;447Contrast ¼ SignaliRoI − SignalBKG; (10)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;63;415CNR ¼ Contrast

σBKG
: (11)

Circular regions with half the diameter of the iodine wells
were used for calculating signal and noise in iRoI and BKG,
and all measurements for contrast and CNR calculations were
made at the level of the reconstructed image slice, generated
from projection image pairs following normalization (log trans-
formation), subtraction, and scatter correction (see Sec. 2.4.1).

However, manipulating pixel values through image process-
ing, such as the application of scatter correction algorithms,
often involve trade-offs in contrast, noise, and resolution.
Characterizing mass margins as well as the appearance and
distribution of microcalcifications is clinically important and
requires maintaining image resolution. Therefore, as an addi-
tional measure of image quality, a modified feature detectability
index (d 0) was used to compare images generated using the dif-
ferent scatter correction approaches. d 0 integrates resolution,
contrast, and noise as they relate to a specific task.24 In this
study, resolution was defined by the task transfer function
measured off the contrasted-well edge in the in-focus image
slice reconstructed from HE projection images without scatter
correction and following the application of ScatterMapdirect,
ScatterMapSPR, or ScatterMapfSPR. The noise power spectrum
was calculated using BKG, and contrast was calculated as
described in Eq. (10).

2.6 Coding and Statistical Analysis

Coding was done in MATLAB and ImageJ. Datasets were
evaluated by t-test for paired comparison or one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) to compare multiple groups. All results

are reported as the mean of the data and its corresponding
standard deviation with p values of <0.05 considered to be sta-
tistically significant. Linear relationships were assessed using
the coefficient of determination (R2).

3 Results

3.1 Scatter

In projection images, the relative contribution of scatter to the
total signal, quantified by SPR, was higher in iRoI compared
with BKG (Fig. 3). In part, this finding resulted from attenuation
differences between the water filling the wells and the surround-
ing acrylic since iRoI SPR was similar over the range of iodine
concentrations [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. The results demonstrated
a strong correlation between SPR and phantom thickness
when measured in both iRoI [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] and BKG
[Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. Finally, SPR tended to be higher in images
collected at a higher photon energy. Analysis of these trends
demonstrated a greater increase in scatter relative to the primary
signal.

These experiments compared different scatter correction
algorithms on image quality, utilizing scatter maps based
on sampled scatter values (ScatterMapdirect), calculated SPR
values (ScatterMapSPR), or a filtered combination of both
(ScatterMapfSPR) (see Sec. 2.4.2). The maps differed in their
representations of scatter (Fig. 5). Only maps including an
SPR calculation [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)] captured the noise com-
ponent of the scatter signal. Therefore, unlike ScatterMapSPR
and ScatterMapfSPR, ScatterMapdirect was smooth [Fig. 5(a)].
Additionally, given the relatively sparse sampling by the PSD
and the chance that an iodine-containing well was not
adequately sampled, ScatterMapSPR tended to assign lower
scatter values to regions of high attenuation [Fig. 5(b)] com-
pared with ScatterMapdirect, potentially underestimating scatter
in areas of the image where there was a rapid change in the pri-
mary signal. The fSPR algorithm was designed to generate
a scatter map that blended the most useful qualities of both
ScatterMapdirect and ScatterMapSPR.

31,33 Figure 6 displays the
effect of applying the different scatter maps on the projection
image. It superimposes two line profiles. The colored profiles
display the changing signal through the center of iodine-contain-
ing wells in representative projection images adjusted by the dif-
ferent scatter correction techniques. The black profiles reflect
the same path through the applied scatter map. The application
of each map corrected the cupping artifact, which refers to the
signal difference in central breast regions compared with the
periphery. Additionally, the application of maps developed
using an SPR calculation [Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)] generated a
smoother projection image compared with the application of
ScatterMapdirect [Fig. 6(b)].

3.2 Effects of Different Scatter Correction
Approaches on Image Quality and
Feature Detectability

3.2.1 Contrast and the contrast-to-noise ratio

The postacquisition processing steps of weighted subtraction
and scatter correction were specifically designed to isolate
the iodine signal by minimizing the BKG signal. As such,
the analysis focused on appreciating the effect of different scat-
ter correction approaches on the relationships between image
quality and the concentration of iodine, using averaged data
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from all well sizes and breast thicknesses for each iodine con-
centration. Two important relationships were noted when con-
trast and CNR in the iRoIs of reconstructed images were
assessed as a function of iodine concentration. Figure 7 com-
pares these relationships for images collected using TS and
DES protocols. First, there was a strong linear correlation
(R2 ≥ 0.97) between contrast and CNR with the iodine concen-
tration. Second, contrast and CNR were higher in images col-
lected using the TS protocol compared with DES for all iodine
concentrations.

Figure 8 summarizes the effects of applying the different
scatter correction algorithms on contrast and the CNR in the
reconstructed image slices. There are several observations.
Scatter correction by all three methods improved contrast
when projection images were collected using the TS protocol.
During DES, this increase in contrast was statistically significant
for all iodine concentrations. Unlike contrast, CNR includes
a measure of noise. Hence, as expected, the application of
SPR-based scatter maps, which capture the noise component
of the scatter signal, tended to yield higher CNR values

Fig. 4 The SPR as a function of iodine concentration and breast thickness in projection images collected
using high (49 kVp) and low (30 kVp) photon energies. SPR was dependent on phantom thickness
(p < 0.05 by ANOVA in BKG) and tended to be higher when images were collected at higher photon
energy.

Fig. 3 SPR values in a representative projection image. In this example, the 5-cm thick phantom con-
tained iodine at a concentration of 15 mg∕ml and was imaged at 49 kVp. Note the higher SPR values in
regions of iodine-containing wells.
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compared with no scatter correction or the application of a direct
scatter map. Additionally, for both TS and DES, only the fSPR
scatter correction algorithm significantly increased CNR above
the no scatter correction value for all iodine concentrations. In
fact, for the DES protocol, applying the fSPR scatter correction
algorithm yielded CNR > 1 at an iodine concentration of
5 mg∕ml. Without scatter correction, an iodine concentration
of at least 10 mg∕ml was required to achieve CNR > 1.
CNRvalues > 1 indicate that the difference between the iodine
signal and its BKG is greater than the BKG noise. As such, the
contrasted region should be visible to a reader.

3.2.2 Feature detectability

d 0 values were lower with DES compared with TS for all iodine
concentrations. However, there was no loss in feature detect-
ability with the application of scatter correction algorithms
compared with no scatter correction for TS or DES (Fig. 9).
Additionally, similar to the trend with CNR, scatter correction
using SPR and fSPR tended to yield higher d 0 values than direct
scatter correction, suggesting that the incorporation of a noise
component into the scatter correction algorithm did not signifi-
cantly compromise resolution. Overall, the fSPR scatter correc-
tion approach tended to yield the highest d 0 values.

4 Discussion
Research continues to define the most appropriate tools to
detect, evaluate, and monitor breast lesions. Appropriateness

reflects a balance of utility, availability, cost, and risk. As
such, there is no ideal solution, and studies are evaluating the
performance of both transmission (x-ray and ultrasound) and
emission (radiopharmaceutical) imaging as well as MR. Indeed,
some approaches are more useful in certain circumstances than
others. However, in general, studies have supported that it is
better to collect 3-D information than 2-D information and
that enhanced 3-D imaging is better than nonenhanced imaging
during the diagnostic evaluation of suspicious breast lesions.9

Now recognized as 3-D mammography, DBT is a low-cost
and low-dose x-ray modality with a rapidly expanding availabil-
ity for clinical use. Hence, studies exploring the potential of CE
DBT are being conducted. sDBT is an experimental technology,
in which multiple CNT-enabled x-ray sources are aligned, pro-
viding a fixed architecture capable of capturing a wide span of
projection views quickly. As such, sDBT offers a higher spatial
and temporal resolution than currently available DBT devi-
ces,15,16 which must rotate a standard x-ray source through
the angle span. As such, sDBT may provide a useful platform
for CE imaging, and a previous report has documented the abil-
ity of this sDBT system to collect images using TS and DES
protocols.33 The purpose of this phantom-based study was to
explore the use of different postacquisition image processing
approaches during CE sDBT, given the fact that scatter and
noise pose unique challenges during DBT that require correc-
tion, especially when DBT is applied to environments contain-
ing highly attenuating features.

Fig. 5 Representative maps developed using either (a) direct scatter values (ScatterMapdirect), (b) an
SPR calculation (ScatterMapSPR), or (c) a filtered combination of both (ScatterMapfSPR). These examples
were generated when a 5-cm thick phantom containing iodine at a concentration of 15 mg∕ml was
imaged at 49 kVp. The expanded views highlight differences in the region of the 1.5-cm diameter
well. Note the noise component present in the scatter maps containing an SPR component, compared
with the smooth direct scatter map. Also, note the lower scatter values assigned to the well region by
the SPR map relative to the other maps.
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This study investigated the effects of different scatter correc-
tion approaches on contrast and noise. The direct scatter correc-
tion approach maintained good contrast but did not account for
the noise component of the scatter. Scatter correction based on
SPR did account for noise but compromised contrast. fSPR can
be considered a blend of the direct and SPR scatter approaches
and was designed to maximize the beneficial attributes of
each.31 Indeed, in this study, scatter correction using fSPR
yielded the highest observed values for CNR for both TS
and DES protocols. Importantly, this increase in CNR was
achieved without compromising resolution, as demonstrated
by the fact that applying fSPR also yielded images with the
highest feature detectability, quantified using an index incorpo-
rating a task-based measure of resolution.

There were significant differences in the quality of the
images produced using TS and DES images. TS yielded images

with higher CNR and d 0 than DES for all iodine concentrations.
Additionally, with the TS protocol, an adequate CNR was
achieved for most iodine concentrations regardless of the post-
acquisition processing approach. However, in looking toward
a potential clinical application, TS is more problematic than
DES from a practical standpoint. TS protocols involve collecting
a set of views, delivering an IV contrast bolus, and then waiting
at least 2 min before collecting a second set of views.34 In this
scenario, accomplishing an accurate subtraction step between
the pre- and postcontrast images, either at the level of the pro-
jection image or reconstructed image slice, can be problematic
since it requires the registration of images collected after two
separate breast compressions. Compression introduces unpre-
dictable variability in the location of anatomic features. DES
is preferable, as both image sets, one using a low photon energy
and the second using a high photon energy, can be obtained after

Fig. 6 Line profiles through a representative projection image (colored profiles) and the three scatter
maps (black profiles) that were applied to it. (a) No scatter correction, (b) direct scatter correction,
(c) SPR scatter correction, and (d) filtered SPR (fSPR) scatter correction. All projection images were
normalized to a blank scan, as described by Eq. (2). Note the different y -axis scales of signal intensity
for the projection image and scatter map. These line profiles correspond to the iodine-containing high
energy normalized projection image shown in Fig. 2 (lower left corner red line) and the scatter maps
shown in Fig. 5. Note the inverted “cup-shape” of the noncorrected projection profile and scatter profiles.
(c and d) captured the noise component of the scatter signal and therefore yielded a smoother scatter-
corrected image.

Fig. 7 (a) Contrast and (b) the CNR as functions of iodine concentration in reconstructed image slices.
These representative data compare TS and DES protocols with scatter correction using an fSPR map.
Similar trends were seen with the other scatter correction approaches.
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the administration of contrast without interruption and during
one compression. For DES, the ability to collect many images
quickly is important, and, as noted above, sDBT has a high
potential temporal resolution. Unlike TS, postacquisition
image processing had a significant impact on the quality of
images obtained by DES. Scatter correction was critical, and
employing a filtered scatter correction algorithm that blended
a weighted contribution of direct and SPR input yielded the
highest CNR and d 0 in reconstructed images.

Different methods have been developed to determine the
scatter signal applied to correct the projection image during
DBT. Many of these tap libraries of scatter maps developed
by simulation and historical measurements made on phantoms
and breasts.29,35 The maps are selected based on some anatomic
features, such as breast thickness. Library-based scatter correc-
tion is appealing since additional imaging is not required at the
time of the study. However, in these experiments, beam-pass
collimation was used to develop a unique scatter map for
every projection, as comparing different scatter correction
approaches required accurate sampling of the scatter and pri-
mary signals. Additionally, measuring scatter may prove to
be helpful in the clinical setting, given the unpredictable nature
of contrast enhancement. The PSD collimator provides true,

patient-specific scatter information. Although collecting images
with beam-pass collimation adds just minimal radiation, it does
introduce the technical problem of maneuvering the PSD into
position. Limiting the overall scan time is important for both
patient comfort and to minimize patient motion. Although the
hardware to move the PSD will need to be developed, the
PSD is conveniently located just above the breast compression
plate. Again, when handling the PSD, the DES protocol offers
an advantage over TS, as HE and LE imaging with and without
the PSD can be accomplished by moving the PSD into place
just once.

Clinical experience with gadolinium-enhanced MR has
shown that the diagnostic benefits of CE are found in the
improved delineation of mass margins and an improved ability
to appreciate the association of microcalcifications in nonmass
lesions.36,37 Additionally, the kinetics of CE may have diagnos-
tic utility, suggesting that the ability to collect images rapidly
through time may be of value.38 Such a temporal capability
is known as dynamic or four-dimensional CE. sDBT may
offer a platform for radiation-based dynamic breast imaging,
given its potential for a high temporal resolution. Phantoms
reproducing the changing iodine concentrations seen clinically
after an iodine infusion have been developed and offer an

Fig. 8 (a–d) Contrast and the CNR in reconstructed image slices as functions of iodine concentration,
comparing different scatter correction algorithms when TS and DES protocols were used to collect the
projection images. Scatter correction by any method improved contrast. However, for both TS and DES,
only the fSPR correction algorithm produced a statistically significant increase in CNR (p < 0.05 by t -test)
compared with no scatter correction for all iodine concentrations.

Fig. 9 The detectability index (d 0) in reconstructed image slices as a function of iodine concentration,
comparing different scatter correction algorithms when (a) TS and (b) DES protocols were used to collect
the projection images. There was no loss in feature detectability with the application of scatter correction.
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approach to test dynamic CE sDBT.39 Future phantom-based
studies to explore DES protocols for dynamic imaging with
sDBT are being planned.

Finally, the sDBT unit used for these experiments is similar
to a device operating in studies assessing the diagnostic accu-
racy of sDBT compared with standard digital mammography in
women with suspicious (BI-RADS 4 and 5) breast lesions40 and
concerning microcalcifications.41 This patient population pro-
vides an opportunity to evaluate the feasibility and utility of
the PSD-based method of scatter measurement in the clinical
setting. The findings from this study support continued work
along these lines. Future studies assessing the performance of
the different scatter correction approaches across a range of clin-
ically appropriate radiation doses for both noncontrasted and
CE sDBT as well as the development of the hardware to deploy
the PSD will be needed.

5 Conclusion
This phantom-based study of CE breast imaging using sDBT
highlights the unique challenges posed by scatter during breast
tomosynthesis and the significant impact that different postac-
quisition processing steps can have on the information available
in the reconstructed images. These findings will help guide
processing choices and hardware development as sDBT testing
moves forward in human studies. Additionally, understanding
how different postacquisition processing approaches handle
scatter around features with high contrast has broader implica-
tions, as the utility of DBT and sDBT continues to be explored
for chest, musculoskeletal, and dental imaging. Since scatter
presents different challenges as the attenuation environment
changes, studies exploring postacquisition processing across
this spectrum will be useful as research continues to optimize
tomosynthesis image presentation in general.
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